
A Step Up Academy’s
Plan for a Safe Return

Revised August 18th, 2021

At A Step Up Academy (ASUA), the health and safety of our students & staff, their
families, and our community is very important. To ensure we are following all local,
state, and federal guidance, and to ensure that all necessary policies and protocols are
in place for a safe reopening during the Covid-19 pandemic, ASUA formally established
a Health and Safety Committee on May 6th, 2020. The committee is led by the Director
of Business Operations.

The Safe Return to School Plan is a document created by this committee to consolidate
governmental guidance and best practice into policy and procedure at ASUA. This
document serves in conjunction with all existing handbooks and, where their guidance
differs, the information included in ASUA's Plan for a Safe Return will supersede that of
the handbook for the time in which it is in effect.

The information contained in this plan is subject to change at any time. If a revision is
made, an updated version will be posted to the ASUA website. Families and staff
members will be notified by email.

This plan was originally approved by the Board of Directors on August 5th, 2020.
Revisions to the plan were made on January 5th, 2021.
Revisions to the plan were made on March 12th, 2021.
Revisions to the plan were made on June 15th, 2021.
Revisions to the plan were made on August 18th, 2021.
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Wellness, Screening, Arrival & Dismissal Procedures

Wellness:
Families and staff members should pre-screen themselves prior to coming to
ASUA for the day in accordance with the questions on the Covid Questionnaire.
Families must complete the Covid Questionnaire and send it with their child to
school.

Any individual who presents a fever of 99°F or above and/or who demonstrates the
signs/symptoms the Center for Disease Control (CDC) associates with Covid-19 of
fever, chills, shortness of breath or difficulty breathing, fatigue, muscle or body aches,
headache, loss of taste or smell, sore throat, congestion or runny nose, nausea or
vomiting, diarrhea, skin rashes, or other symptoms related to communicable illnesses
must stay at home. If an individual arrives on campus demonstrating a fever or the signs
and symptoms listed above, they will be asked to return home. Any student or staff
member who demonstrates symptoms of Covid-19 or who spikes a fever during the
school day will be isolated from other students and staff members and will be sent
home.

ASUA follows the Montgomery County School Exclusion Guide to determine when staff
and students who have been exposed to or actively have a case of Covid may return to
school. This guidance is updated frequently, accounts for vaccination, and will be
consulted individually for each case.

Vaccination records:
ASUA strongly encourages any staff member, contractor, or student (when it is possible
for the child’s age group to receive the vaccine) to provide proof of vaccination to the
Director of Business Operations or the Head of School after completion of the vaccine
sequence. Only those who have presented proof of vaccination will be considered
vaccinated. Verbal confirmation will not be accepted.

Covid Alert PA App:
The Pennsylvania Department of Health has released a mobile
application, available on iPhone and Android devices, that uses
the Exposure Notification System provided by Apple and Google.
This app allows users to opt in to exposure alerts, monitor their
health daily, and get PA Covid updates. Use of this app is
completely voluntary, but encouraged.
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Student arrivals:
Parents or caregivers should screen their child’s temperature and complete the Covid
Questionnaire prior to leaving for school. The Arrival Coordinator will come to the
vehicle, request the completed questionnaire, and remove the child from the vehicle.

Jenkintown Traffic Flow:
Vehicles should enter through the
Greenwood Avenue Spur entrance and
turn into the lower parking lot access.
Vehicles will pull up so that they are
parallel to the main gate, with additional
vehicles waiting in line behind them. The
vehicle should exit the upper parking lot
entrance and turn left to exit the campus
via the Meetinghouse Road portion of
the driveway.

Annex Traffic Flow:
Vehicles should enter the Center School
parking lot and proceed around the
flagpole and through to the marked drop
off point in the parking lot. Vehicles will
pull up so that they are parallel to the
drop off point, with additional vehicles
waiting in line behind them. Vehicles
should not park, but wait in line. The
vehicle should continue around the
triangle to exit the Center School
parking lot

Student arrival Times:
Arrival window: 8:20 am - 8:40 am
Student Start of Day: 8:30 am
Students will not be admitted into the building prior to 8:20 am.

Student dismissal Times:
Dismissal window: 2:50 pm - 3:10 pm
Student End of Day: 3:00 pm

Late arrivals:
If a student is going to arrive after the arrival window, the parent, caregiver, or driver
should bring the child and the child’s Covid Questionnaire to the front desk for sign in.

Dismissal:
The same traffic flow patterns will be used for dismissal. Students will be individually
dismissed in the order in which their cars are in line. The Dismissal Coordinator will call
the student’s name over the walkie talkie and a member of the classroom will bring the
student to the car and will assist in buckling the child in. If a parent or caregiver needs to
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pick a child up early, they should park in the lot and call ASUA’s main office number at:
215-885-1075 to notify the receptionist. A staff member will bring the child to the car for
dismissal.

Inclement Weather:
In the event that inclement weather prohibits ASUA’s in-person model to function, all
classes may be held virtually that day. A text alert will be released as early as is feasible
to allow families and staff time to prepare for virtual instruction. In the event of an early
dismissal, all in-person students will be dismissed at the announced time. Online
classes will cease operation at the same time. Staff are expected to be available for one
half hour past the announced dismissal time unless otherwise stated by a member of
the Senior Team.

Attendance:
Virtual and in-person attendance are considered equal. ASUA does take attendance
and reports attendance to home school districts, where necessary, and follows all local,
state, and federal laws regarding attendance. All related attendance and truancy laws
are applicable to in-person and online attendance.
(https://www.legis.state.pa.us/cfdocs/legis/li/uconsCheck.cfm?yr=2016&sessInd=0&act=
138)

All staff will be working in the building and are expected to follow all attendance policies
as outlined in the Employee Handbook.

Covid Response

One method ASUA uses to mitigate risk is creating open lines for communication.
It’s imperative that each individual screen themselves or their child and answer
the questionnaire honestly, accurately, and in a timely manner. This is in the best
interest of the entire school community. If ASUA determines that the school’s population
was put at risk because someone withheld information pertaining to exposure or
diagnosis, ASUA reserves the right to terminate employment, student enrollment, and/or
take legal action.

Individuals should not come to school, should notify a member of the Senior Team, and
may be subject to quarantine, if any of the below situations have occurred:

● You/your child is demonstrating signs and symptoms of Covid-19 and/or if
you/your child has received a test and are awaiting results.
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● You/your child has had contact with an infected individual or someone who is
presumed to be infected

● You/your child has traveled outside the United States of America. Please consult
https://www.health.pa.gov/topics/disease/coronavirus/Pages/Travelers.aspx for
additional current information.

The CDC defines a close contact as: “Someone who was within 6 feet of an infected
person for a cumulative total of 15 minutes or more over a 24-hour period starting from
2 days before illness onset (or, for asymptomatic patients, 2 days prior to test specimen
collection) until the time the patient is isolated.” This is with or without protective
equipment.

If an employee or student, or anyone in their household, have been exposed to
someone infected with Covid-19 or have developed symptoms, they should notify a
member of ASUA’s Senior Team immediately and follow all further guidance provided by
ASUA and the local health departments. If a Covid test has been administered and the
results are pending, the individual will be presumed positive until negative results are
received. That person should stay home during this time.

For the safety of our community, ASUA will send out a Potential Exposure Notification
email when there is a confirmed case of exposure within the school buildings. ASUA will
keep all personal information confidential in accordance with ASUA’s policies and
protocols, and in accordance with local, state, and federal law.

You are required to notify a member of the Senior Team when you/your child gets a
Covid test and should also provide verbal or written notice of the results when received.
If positive results are received, ASUA will do the following:

1. Notify the Montgomery County Health Department & follow any additional
guidance they provide

2. Determine if the affected employee or student has had contact with other ASUA
employees or students in the other building

3. Notify families and staff, in accordance with privacy policies
4. Close one/more classrooms or one/both locations, implementing immediately the

remote learning option for that classroom/location

If a student is subject to quarantine and is able, they may participate in the remote
option of ASUA’s learning model, if one is available at that time.
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If a staff member is subject to quarantine, they should contact Jamie Jenkins and Kay
Stauffer to discuss the options available to them through ASUA’s policies.

ASUA will keep all personal information confidential in accordance with ASUA’s policies
and protocols, and in accordance with local, state, and federal law.

Cleaning & Signage

Cleaning Protocols:
ASUA is dedicated to ensuring a clean and safe environment for all staff and students.
In addition to all standard cleaning procedures, our nightly cleaning routine includes
whole-room sanitization with electrostatic backpack sprayers completed by our trained
and qualified cleaning crew. During the day, we conduct hourly cleanings of each
classroom, bathroom, and other shared space in addition to any as-needed cleaning. All
cleaning procedures have documentation regarding completion.

Hand Washing and Sanitization Stations:
All individuals are encouraged to sanitize their hands and wash their hands regularly.
Each sink area has been outfitted with signage about proper handwashing techniques.
Students who require assistance with handwashing will be assisted by a member of
their team. ASUA has hand sanitizer dispensers throughout the building.

Personal Safety

Face coverings & Face masks:

All students, staff, contractors, and visitors at ASUA must be wearing a mask at all times
when indoors. Vaccinated staff may remove their masks while outdoors as long as they
follow all social distancing protocols.

ASUA uses the terms face covering and face mask interchangeably and defines these
as follows:

● A reusable or disposable material that covers the nose and mouth and is secured
to the face by ear loops or by a tie at the back of the head.

Acceptable masks may be factory-made, sewn by hand or machine, and may include a
variety of natural and synthetic fibers, plastics, and/or elastics. ASUA does not require
the use of medical-grade masks. Bandanas, scarves, gaiters or buffs, and any other
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article of clothing in its original form is not suitable as a face covering. Face coverings
should:

● Cover the nose and mouth entirely
● Fit snugly to the face without gaps or slippage
● Be uniform in color or, when patterned or decorated, present a

school-appropriate image
● Be clean and not show signs of wear and tear

Use clean hands when handling your masks and refrain from touching the front part
which covers your face. If necessary, only touch the ear loops or the string which
secures it to your head. Ensure that your mask fits snugly so that you do not need to
adjust it often. Keep additional clean masks in a sealed plastic bag. If you are removing
your mask to eat lunch, it’s recommended to put a fresh mask on after you are done
eating. If you must put your mask back on, ensure that it was safely stored in a way that
prevented it from being soiled while it was not in use.

Staff who are working virtually but are in communal areas, or areas where it is possible
to be interrupted by other people, must continue to wear a mask. Please contact the
Director of Business Operations if you have additional questions. We understand that
standard fabric or surgical masks may impede on usual teaching or therapeutic
practices. As such, ASUA has supplied a variety of protective equipment options and
we encourage all staff to test what works best for their classroom or sessions.

Masks may be removed to eat lunch, providing the individual is at least three feet from
another individual for the duration of the meal. After the meal, the surfaces surrounding
the unmasked individual should be wiped thoroughly with disinfectant.

Face shields may be used in addition to face masks but are not to be used as
substitutes.

Instruction and practice of face mask wearing will be incorporated into the daily student
routine.

ASUA makes a variety of face coverings available for staff, students, and visitors to take
as needed. These include fabric and disposable adult- and child-sized masks.
Additional masks and other protective equipment is located in the mailbox closet at
Jenkintown and the grey & black cabinet under the snack station at the Annex.
Individuals may help themselves and are asked to notify the Director of Business
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Operations if a supply stock is low or they find a potentially useful item which we do not
stock.

Social distancing:

In times of low community transmission, ASUA follows the CDC’s school guidance of
social distancing of at least three feet. Classrooms have been arranged to incorporate
this distance between students. Students and staff are expected to maintain this
distance as they move about the campus.

Staff are also required to socially distance but may be required to be in close proximity
to students for instructional, behavioral, or safety reasons. When proximity is necessary,
staff should refrain from being face-to-face with students, should sanitize their hands
and instructional materials regularly, and reduce the duration of proximity to the extent
they are able.

Toilet and Changing Clothes:
All restrooms in ASUA facilities will be single-occupancy, non-gendered restrooms.
Each restroom should be sanitized after use. Where necessary, staff members will
assist students in completing the sanitization.

If a child’s clothes get soiled or contaminated, they will be changed. Families should
ensure that there are enough clothes on hand in the event that a student needs to be
changed multiple times per day and be prepared to replenish the stock of clothing
regularly.

In accordance with ASUA’s policies, staff members should not be alone with a student in
the restroom and are required to have another staff member present or nearby (within
sight).

Visitors

ASUA will welcome a limited number of pre-scheduled visitors on any given day. It’s
ASUA’s preference that only vaccinated individuals visit. Visitors must pre-screen
themselves in accordance with the guidelines in this Plan and must wear a mask at all
times while on campus. Visits may be limited to a certain amount of time, which will be
determined on a case-by-case basis, and visitors may be asked to observe from the
hallway instead of being admitted to the classroom.
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Physical Space & Classroom Management

The Health and Safety Committee has revised the way in which ASUA’s physical space
is used in the education of our students to maximize social distancing and decrease the
amount of exposure to risk factors to the extent possible.

Clear barriers:
Mobile desktop barriers are available as needed for staff and student use.
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Covid Questionnaire

ASUA will provide copies of this questionnaire to use daily.

Child’s name:

Please complete this questionnaire every morning prior to coming to an ASUA facility.
Upon arrival, this form should be turned over to the Arrival Coordinator. Anyone who
fails to provide this information will not be allowed into the facility. The Arrival
Coordinator may accept verbal verification of the Covid Questionnaire questions in
person or via phone from the parent/guardian. The student will be asked to stand aside
and not enter the building while the response is pending.

If any of the answers to the questions below are yes, staff/students should stay home to
protect the health and safety of the ASUA community.

As mentioned in the Safe Return to School Plan, please remember that you must notify
a member of the Senior Team if you have left the country, received a Covid test, or been
ordered to quarantine. If you answer YES to any of the following questions, your child
should stay home.

1. Was your child’s temperature above 99°F prior to leaving for ASUA today?
☐ YES ☐ NO

2. Has your child or anyone in the household had exposure to someone who tested
positive or is presumed positive with Covid-19 within the last 14 days? Note that
anyone waiting for test results should be presumed positive until their test results
come back.

☐ YES ☐ NO
3. Is your child or anyone in the household exhibiting symptoms of Covid-19, to

include: fever, chills, shortness of breath or difficulty breathing, fatigue, muscle or
body aches, headache, loss of taste or smell, sore throat, congestion or runny
nose, nausea or vomiting, diarrhea?

☐ YES ☐ NO
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Questions & Concerns

Questions & Concerns may be directed to:
Jamie Jenkins, M.Ed.
Head of School
JamieJ@AStepUpAcademy.org
215-885-1075

This document was created by Kaytria Stauffer, SHRM-CP as the Director of Business
Operations and the Pandemic Safety Coordinator. It was created in conjunction with the
Pandemic Safety Team and legally reviewed by Fisher and Phillips on August 9th. 2020.
Revisions to the plan were made on August 18th, 2021.

The Pandemic Safety Team is comprised of:

Karen Misher,
Chair of the Board of Directors

Jamie Jenkins, M.Ed
Head of School

Kaytria Stauffer, SHRM-CP
Director of Business Operations

Marybeth Harmer, M.Ed., BCBA
Director of Educational Programming

Jillian Winn, M.Ed., BCBA
Director of Clinical Programming

Trish Corvo
Director of Development and
Advancement

Crystal Ricci, M.Ed, LBS
Assistant Director of Clinical
Programming
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